
 

Case Study: Natural Language Query to SQL Conversion for Efficient Data 

Retrieval 

Client Background: The client based in the US, Client is a global advisory, 

consulting, and technology services partner, empowering customers to accelerate 

innovation by harnessing the power of Data and AI, Automation, NextGen Planning, 

and Cloud Solutions. Client aspires to enhance the user experience by implementing 

Natural Language Query to SQL Converter. This converter aims to facilitate seamless 

interaction with relational databases, utilizing the latest frameworks. 
 

Business Problem: The client faced challenges in efficiently retrieving relevant data 

from databases through traditional methods. The existing solutions lacked the 

sophistication needed to comprehend nuanced natural language queries, resulting in 

suboptimal data retrieval. To address this, the client sought to implement an 

advanced system capable of converting natural language queries into SQL queries, 

ensuring precise and context-aware data retrieval. 

Solution: AI-Powered Data Retrieval with llamaindex Framework 

This converter aims to facilitate seamless interaction with MySQL database, utilizing 

the llamaindex framework. The system leverages Vector Database for storing 

document embeddings, ChromaDB for contextual information, and OpenAI 

embeddings for enhanced understanding. 

1. System Architecture: 

• llamaindex Framework: The core of the solution is built on the llamaindex 

framework, providing a robust foundation for handling natural language 

queries and SQL conversion. 

• MySQL Databases: The system seamlessly interacts with MySQL database to 

retrieve structured data. 

• Vector Database (ChromaDB): Document embeddings are stored in a Vector 

Database enhancing the efficiency of similarity searches during the retrieval 

process. 

• Evaluation: Ragas is a framework is used to evaluate Retrieval Augmented 

Generation (RAG) and Retrieval pipelines. RAG denotes a class of LLM 

applications that use external data to augment the LLM’s context. 

 

 

 



 

2. Components Utilized: 

• ChromaDB: A persistent ChromaDB is employed to store contextual 

information, enabling the system to understand and respond intelligently to 

user queries. 

• OpenAI Embeddings: OpenAI embeddings contribute to the natural 

language understanding component, allowing the system to grasp the 

nuances of user queries. 

• Retriever Object: A dedicated retriever object is employed to efficiently 

retrieve relevant data from the Vector Database based on the context 

provided by ChromaDB. 

• Prompt Template: The system incorporates a prompt template for 

generating SQL queries based on the natural language input. 

3. Workflow: 

• Natural Language Input: Users interact with the system by posing questions 

in natural language. 

• Embedding Generation: OpenAI embeddings are used to generate 

embeddings for the natural language input. 

• Context Retrieval: The system leverages ChromaDB to retrieve contextual 

information associated with the user query. 

• SQL Query Generation: Utilizing a predefined prompt template, the system 

converts the natural language input into an SQL query. 

• Data Retrieval: The Retriever Object retrieves relevant data from the Vector 

Database based on the generated SQL query. 

• Output: The system presents the retrieved data to the user, completing the 

seamless process. 

Results and Impact: 

• Accuracy and Efficiency: The AI-powered system demonstrates enhanced 

accuracy in understanding natural language queries, resulting in more precise 

SQL queries and efficient data retrieval. 

• User Experience: Users experience a significant improvement in the ease of 

interacting with the data retrieval system, leading to a more satisfying user 

experience. 



 

• Scalability: The modular architecture allows for scalability, enabling the 

system to handle a growing volume of queries and databases. 

Technology Stack: 

• Python, llamaindex framework 

• MySQL database 

• ChromaDB 

Conclusion: By embracing AI-driven innovations and leveraging the capabilities of 

llamaindex, ChromaDB, and OpenAI embeddings.The Natural Language Query to 

SQL Converter has proven to be a game-changer, offering a sophisticated solution 

that aligns with the evolving landscape of user expectations and technological 

advancements in the field. This case study serves as a testament to the 

transformative power of AI-driven innovation in data retrieval systems. 

 

 

 


